
Dive master training  3 /6 weeks (depends on previous dive experience) 

Thanks for your interest in BB divers. We are a five star padi dive center specializing in go pro 

training. So far we have trained quite a few dive master, all of them now at work somewhere in 

the world, and all of them proud bb dive master! We’ve build a reputation of being very thorough 

for the training, while at the same time having great fun and enjoying the diving days. Hopefully 

you can join our go pro program, if you would like to contact any of the previous trainees, do not 

hesitate to contact us for some emails, or have a look at the face book page, diving with bbdivers, 

or the bbdivers group, where many of our divers put some pictures….. 

Minimum requirements to start the DMT 

Min required logged dives 40 to start the training 

Min level rescue diver 

Efr or other first aid trained in the last year 

Medical statement of good health for diving 

 

Short description of DM training 

Recommended training is 4 to 6 weeks, the trainee should have a min of 60 dives before the end of 

the training. All needed dives to finish are included in the DMT as are the necessary swimming pool 

sessions. The DMT trains as a dive guide, and as an assistant for the instructor. Our dmt get to do all 

the training assisting with real students which is the best learning process. After a few weeks they 

get to guide independently, first with colleagues and by the end of the training with ‘real customers’. 

We do not give free training in exchange for work, but we also do not take advantage of the DMT as 

a free worker. All the time spent here is training, experience, some work of course and lots of fun…..  

Self study is needed before the theory sessions, but we do teach all the theory needed for the 

exams, physiology, physics, the RDP, dive theory and equipment. There are 2 exams, passing score is 

75%.  

What do you need? 

 Dive equipment: 

Every DMT should have a full set of dive equipment, you will need it anyway ones you start 

working as DM. If you still have to buy equipment, feel free to mail for detailed prices.  We 

have secondhand equipment for sale as well, or it is possible to rent equipment (200 baht 

per day for trainees). Having your own equipment is recommended though. For a good 

medium priced set of equipment, you should count about 60.000 baht (all incl.), but of 

course you can go as high as you prefer to invest in some more ‘flashy’ dive stuff. If you buy 

second hand it comes around half this price or less, depending availability. 

You ll need a BCD, regulator set, suit, fins, mask, snorkel, compass, dive computer, knife and 

dive torch. 

 



 Min starting dives 40.  

If the dmt do not have the required 40 logged dives to start they can join for diving at cost 

price, which is 500 b a day (2 or 3 dives a day) 

 

  Books:      full price at time of writing  

A full dive master pack,  English    9999 B (incl. DM slates, dm manual, instructor 

manual, encyclopedia of diving, decal, outlines, erdp) 

Some other languages have different pricing, need to check if available. 

There is a reduction of 10% on all dive equipment and books bought at BB divers.  

Some books can be used from the shop, such as the open water manual, the advanced open water 

and rescue book, the instructor manual, plus al the video s.  

DMT price 

Full training    40.000 baht 

Included is  

 All training in classroom, pool and from boat.  

 All dives needed to  get to the min of 60 ( DMT should have at least 40 dives to start) 

 Free use of pool for individual training 

 Food and drinks on the boat  

Not included but you will need are ….. Transport, lodging, food and drinks during theory and pool 

sessions, annual Padi membership after completion, recommended dive insurance (we work with 

diveassure.com, can be booked within 1 hr) 

We can help you with booking rooms for a good price in Bang bao, so you will be close to the dive 

center, rooms between 8000 to 10.000 bht for a clean good room, or more if you want to splash out.  

 

Kristel, BBdivers 

+66 (0)86.155.62.12 

info@bbdivers.com 

kristel@bbdivers.com 
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